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What is bigf?What is bigf?

Project Goals:

How It Works:

Transparency and Security:

 Bigfoot Monster ($BIGF): Deep within the forest on a moonlit night, an enigma awaits discovery. Symbolic of freedom and adventure, BIGF is more than just 

a digital currency—it's an alluring invitation to enter a world of the extraordinary. Dare to challenge all boundaries, dive headfirst into the thrill, and embark 

on your own journey in this surreal realm.

The goal of the "Bigfoot Monster" coin is to provide a unique and exciting experience for the cryptocurrency community.
We aim to blend American culture and Bigfoot mythology with cryptocurrency technology.

"Bigfoot Monster" coin utilizes the ERC-20 blockchain for token distribution and management.
Bigfoot Monster NFTs are created and managed through a special smart contract.

We are committed to safeguarding community information and adhering to top security standards.

Details will be available on the Roadmap page
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Our tokenomics
Bigfoot Monster is on the Ethereum blockchain (ERC-20)

Initial supply: 1.000.000.000

4% buy tax - 4% sell tax (DEX) - Liquidity locked - Ownership 
renounced, Team tokens locked 100%. Buy as much as possible 
before they run out; all with 4% buy tax.

Bigfoot Monster loves tech and security, therefore we hard-coded the 
taxes and it cannot be updated.

Decimal 8

Symbol: BIGF

Contract address: 0xE785ec36356B973d8c0A071d478940D6f42C0178
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Roadmap
Phase 1

Telegram launch
Twitter launch 
Website launch
Dextools Updated
Moontok listing 
CoinBoom listing
Coinmoonhunt listing 
Arken Exchange
Chinese community
Big Twitter Callers
300+ holders

Phase 4

Global Marketing Campaigns
BillBoards 
Release GameFi
Coinmarketcap Listing
CoinGecko Listing 
OKX Wallet listing 
5,000 Holders
10,000+ Telegram Members

Phase 3

Phase 5

BIGF Widgets 
Listing top tier CEXs 
BIGF Merch  
20,000+ Telegram members  
20,000+ X followers  
15,000+ holders

Phase 2

TokenInSight listing
Bigfoot Monster News series
CoinCodex listing 
Contests & giveways  
Flooz Exchange  
Whitepaper release  
$BIGF Chat Shield Bot   
CoinDizzy listing 
CoinBrain listing 
600+ Holder 
1000 Telegram Members
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 Newspaper Global 
TOP100token Listing
AMA Community
Coinhot Listing
Trezor wallet Listing
SafePal verification   
Etherscan verification   
BIGF NFT Collection 
2000+ Holder
5000 TG members



Bigfoot Monster #001
View NFT

Bigfoot Monster #001
View NFT

Bigfoot Monster #004
View NFT

Bigfoot Monster #002
View NFT

Bigfoot Monster #003
View NFT

"Bigfoot Monster" (BIGF) is not just a cryptocurrency; it's an exciting adven-
ture into the mysterious world of Bigfoot. We've combined the allure of 
cryptocurrencies with digital art and NFTs to create a unique and thrilling 
experience for our community.

Our NFT collection presents a series of unique digital artworks that capture 
the beauty and enigma of Bigfoot. Each NFT is a digital masterpiece created 
with love and creativity.

Diversity: The Bigfoot Monster NFT collection includes multiple editions 
and exclusive pieces.
Collectible Value: Owning a Bigfoot Monster NFT is not just owning 
artwork; it's a symbol in our community.
Reliable Platform: We use blockchain technology to protect the integrity of 
NFTs and your ownership.

Bigfoot Monster

NFtcollection

Welcome to Bigfoot Monster - The Cryptocurrency Mystery!

Introduction

NFT Collection 

 Special Features

Get ready for your adventure
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Introducing Bigfoot's Chat Shield BOT, a powerful tool that revolution-

izes social media engagement. With its advanced capabilities, the Chat 

Shield BOT can automatically comment on Telegram Chat, share GIFs, 

stickers, and engage in conversations at any desired time.

Designed to save time and enhance user interactions, the Chat Shield 

BOT ensures your social media presence remains active and dynamic. 

Whether it's promoting your brand, engaging with followers, or simply 

adding a touch of humor, the BOT effortlessly handles it all.

With the ability to schedule comments and responses, the Chat Shield 

BOT ensures timely and relevant interactions, even when you're not 

available. It seamlessly integrates with your Telegram Chat, allowing 

TG Chat of you to maintain a consistent and engaging presence.

Experience the power of automation with Bigfoot's Chat Shield BOT 

and unlock new levels of social media engagement. Let the BOT handle 

the repetitive tasks while you focus on building relationships, expand-

ing your reach, and making a lasting impact in the digital world.

$BIGF Chat Shield Bot
$BIGF Chat Shield Bot
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LISTING
ANNOUNCEMENT
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Flooz



Introducing Bigfoot's GameFi, an innovative platform that 

combines the excitement of gaming with the thrill of 

decentralized finance. With a focus on betting and spin 

games, Bigfoot offers an immersive experience for crypto 

enthusiasts.

In the world of betting, users can engage in various forms 

of prediction-based games, where they can wager their 

$BIGF on different outcomes. Even virtual competitions, 

Bigfoot's betting feature allows players to test their intu-

ition and win big.

Experience the power of automation with Bigfoot's Chat 

Shield BOT and unlock new levels of social media engage-

ment. Let the BOT handle the repetitive tasks while you 

focus on building relationships, expanding your reach, and 

making a lasting impact in the digital world.

GameFi $BIGF
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Swap token exchange

Flooz

view chart

Mail: bigfootmonstereth@gmail.com

our social

Contact Us

https://x.com/BIGF_ethhttps://t.me/BIGF_eth

https://linktr.ee/bigfootmonstereth

Website

www.bigfootmonster.org
"Unleash the

Legendary Beast!" 
Bigfoot Monster



Thank You!Thank you!

www.bigfootmonster.org


